Dear Sir,

RE: Electricity Pricing

I wish to make a submission regarding electricity prices which have been rising and rising in recent years. In particular I wish to point out that the Service to Property Charges (now called Supply Charges) have risen from 26 cents in July 2013 to $1.16 in August 2015 plus GST. This is approximately a 450% rise in charges for infrastructure which I understand has been paid for by the Queensland Government.

It is my understanding from my previous LNP member that had the LNP been returned to power in the last election, they were seeking to reduce or abolish these charges.

I do not see why the public should pay for power poles and lines that are fully paid for and if the Supply Charges are applied because of maintenance issues then I can only say that there are a lot of maintenance issues in the electricity grid.

I would appreciate being kept up to date regarding this issue.

Yours sincerely,

Mrs. Eva Jackson